**Become an IIA Exam Author!**

For IIA Calgary Chapter members who have one of the following IIA designation qualifications, i.e. CIA, CRMA, CGAP, CCSA, and CFSA, opportunity abounds to become an IIA Exam Author; writing exam questions that will be used in the official IIA designation examinations.

**What’s in it for me?**

- Become a part of exclusive global team of writers, experts in their field of Internal Audit and Risk Management, leverage your exposures and knowledge in the respective field and networking opportunities with fellow writers from across the globe!
- Receive CPE hours for each question approved (up to 10 CPE credits per year for CIA writers and 5 CPE credits per year for CRMA writers)!
- Receive monetary awards (or)
- Receive points that can be used to purchase materials in IIA bookstore!

**How to sign up?**

Anyone interested to become an exam author should write to examwriter@theiia.org expressing interest. One of the exam development staff members will contact any interested applicants within 3-5 business days. Applicants will be required to fill in an application form and if selected will be given further guidance on how to start becoming an exam author.

Further information can be found in the IIA website below.

https://na.theiia.org/certification/certified/Pages/write-an-exam-question.aspx

**Whom to contact?**

Any IIA member who meets the requirement, have an interest to become an author, and would like to obtain more information prior to signing up could contact IIA Calgary Chapter, htanaja@kpmg.ca

**Event Details:**

**IIA Exam Author Q&A session with IIA Board President and Member**

To gauge the current interest and encourage members to actively engage and develop themselves in different ways within the IIA body, IIA Calgary Chapter is holding a Q&A session for members who are interested to become an IIA exam author:
Conference call dial-in

Please use the following number to dial in 1-866-444-5764 - Participant code - 1474150

Moderator: Raj Devadas
Host: Hendry Tanaja
Date: May 28th 2015
Time: 12.00pm - 1.00pm

Members who cannot attend the con-call session are welcome to submit any inquiries to htanaja@kpmg.ca

About Q&A session

Hendry Tanaja, one of our IIA Calgary Chapter members who also sits in the IIA Board as Chapter Secretary has recently been accepted as one of the IIA exam authors for CIA and CRMA exams. The feedback from the exam review committee for question items has been issued and Hendry currently has a 40% approval rate for the questions sent to IIA.

Any IIA Calgary members who are interested to become an exam author and would like to have some information are welcome to join the conference call. Hendry will be happy to provide insights and address any inquiries.